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Abstract: This paper discusses the development and application of an integrated

optimization feeder/transfer system model in a linear hub-and-spoke network. At first,

genetic algorithms are employed to determine the feeder/transfer relationship among routes

by clustering the routes into different partition sets. Then, an algorithm integrating

feeder/transfer location selecting, routing, and scheduling is proposed to solve the optimal

network and headway for each partition set. This integrated model was proved to be both

efficient and effective by testing on an experimental example of 15 direct-service routes. The

results showed that 3 feeder sets, a total of l0 routes altogether, were formed, while other 5

routes maintained direct service. As a whole, the total cost was lowered by 6.75%o and the

costs to both passenger and operator were brought down, illustrating that feeder/transfer

systems can surely improve a direct-service system.

I.INTRODUCTION

Inter-city bus routes are conventionally conducted with direct service (non-stop service) to
carry passengers from their origins to destinations quickly. However, because the buses on

these routes are operated independently, they cannot be readily consolidated resulting in

rather low load factors. For example, the load factors ofthree-fourth ofthe routes operated

by Taiwan Motor Transport Company (TMTC), the largest bus company in Taiwan, are less

than 50%. This fact indicates that buses on these routes are not fully utilized, which is a key

factor in the financial deficit of TMTC. With the application of hub-and-spoke network
techniques- setting up feeder stops at appropriate interchange or transfer stations at suitable

spots such as rest areas- it could be feasible to consolidate bus operations to some extent to
increase the load factor and thereby reduce the empty seat-mileage.

Because of the linearity of inter-city bus routes, after being redesigned as feeder/transfer
systems, they will become linear hub-and-spoke networks. Then, not only the load factors

can be enhanced but also the travel mileage for each passenger can be maintained at the same

level without an adverse effect of detouring which is common in ordinary hub-and-spoke

systems. However, a feeder/transfer system does increase the travel time and cause

passengers inconvenience in making transfers. If there is no thorough planning and design

process, the expected goal offeeder/transfer will not be achieved and the negative effect of
service level deterioration might even occur. Therefore, how to develop a model for
designing the inter-city feeder/transfer system to determine the optimal feeder/transfer

location, routing, and scheduling is an issue worthy of study.
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This study defines inter-city feeder/transfer system as having three levels The first level is

tfr" fo.ution problem, *hic( has to solve the optimal number of feeder stops/transfer stations

and their locations. The second level is the routing problem, which has to solve the optimal

network (direct, transfer or feeder service) baseJ on the locations of feeder stops/transfer

stations determined by the first level. The third level is the scheduling problem' which has to

solve the optimal t 
"aa*uy 

or.ach route based on the locations and networks determined by

the first and second levels.

Most of the literature concerning the hub-and-spoke only discusses separately location

selecting, routing or scheduling. Eu"n that literature which considers the issues regarding

these thiee levels is simplified io a large extent. For instance, shih(1994) proposed a set of

procedural structures on mass transportation network which considered transfer location

Ielecting, routing and scheduling. However, since the structure was conducted with

p.o""ari*t modJes, there was a lack of integration. Aykin(1995) designed a transfer system

for the domestic air transportation network in the Uniied States, including transfer location

selecting and routing *irhor, addressing scheduling problem. Therefore' the expected

benefit of transfer *as giuen exogenoustylHsu e/ at-lleWl discussed the location selecting

and routing problem ror"it. lnt.t-iity bus transfer system, which employed a stepwise search

algorithm to solve ttre opiimJ trunri.r location basid on original timetable and given routing

p.T"ripr", But they did not consider the synchronization ofbus scheduling.

Arisawa et al.(1977) in studies concerning routing and scheduling, solved the optimal

scheduling of truck between hub-and-spoke to minimize the total cost of delayed cargo and

",,f,y-r--"t 
scheduling. Assad(1980j dev.eloped an optimal.model for railway cargo

,"i"iufing and consoliiation, transforming direit-service routes into transfer-service routes'

cargos are consolidated .to increase compartment loading, thereby the operation cost is

curtailed. Dobson et ;.Ogg3) solved ihe optimal routing and scheduling for airline

companies to maximize the proit under the hub-and-spoke system where there is only one

,ing[ t.*rr"r station. iun i, al.(1997) and Lin et al.(1997) used analytical approaches to

investigate the feeder/transfer systems of inter-city bus service under homogeneous (trip

distribution and demand intensity do not vary as to time and space) and heterogeneous (trip

distribution and demand intensity vary as to time and space) environments, respectively'

Given the locations of transfer stations, they compared the benefits.among four alternatives:

direct-service, transfer, feeder, and feeder/tiansfei. In t.t.t ofsynchronizing coordination' it

was assumed that the'average waiting time of passengers at origin ends, transfer stations'

and feeder stops was in proportion to headway'

Relevant studies of scheduling (synchronizing coordination) are either designed as timed

transfer or transfer oftin,,iruti"or.'The formei designs the optimal 
-slack 

time at transfer

stations while the lattJr rearranges the optimal dispatching time of the first buses at origin

ends in order to ,"dr"" waiting"time for iransfer pu$.rg..r. As to minimizing waiting time

at transfer stations, timej tranlfer is obviously better than transfer optimization. However,

because timed transfer is to coordinate the buses of different routes to simultaneously arrive

at transfer stations, each route has to be designed either common [eadwaV 
or integer ratio

headway in which branch lines' headway is the integer ratio of trunk lines' Transfer

optimization is tree oi treaaway constrainL. ln addition-, timed transfer works well in long

headwayroutesinwhichheadwayexceeds15minutes,suchasinter-citybusroutes,but
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works poorly in short headway routes, such as city bus routes (e.g. Vuchic, l98l;
Bookbinder et al.,1992; Ting, 1997).

In terms of methodologies, the studies on timed transfer either employ analytical approaches

to solve optimal headway and slack time (e.g. Salzborn, 1980; Vunchic, l98l; Hall, 1985;

Lee et al., l99l; Ting, 1997) or make system simulations to analyze the transfer cost for

different transfer strategies (e.g. Abkowitz, 1987; Reynolds el al., 1992). Because of the

complexity of transfer optimization, most relevant studies employ procedural method or

system simulation to determine the optimal timetable for the origin ends (e.g. R:app et al.,

1976; Andreasson, 1977; Bookbinder et al.,1992).

The relevant studies mentioned above, if they consider the issues of location selecting and

routing, hardly get involved with the issue of scheduling. At the same time, they do not

consider the fact that not all buses must be consolidated, even when stopping at the same

transfer station. In order to make up for this defect, this paper employs genetic algorithms to

determine feeder/transfer relationship among routes by clustering them into different

partition sets. Then, an algorithm integrating feeder/transfer location selecting, routing and

scheduling is proposed to solve the optimal feeder/transfer network and headway for each

partition set. Finally, the efficiency and effectiveness of this model is tested on an

experimental example.

2.FRAMEWORK

2.1 Assumptions

This paper divides inter-city bus service into three kinds. First, feeder service is defined as

accommodating passengers who transfer from inter-city routes to local routes, or from local

routes to inter-city routes at feeder stops. Second, transfer service is defined as

accommodating passengers who transfer from one inter-city route to another inter-city route

at transfer stations. Third, direct service or non-stop service is defined as accommodating

passengers who are on the same bus from the origin end to the destination end without the

maneuver offeeder or transfer.

We assume that the O/D distribution of passengers, the positions of interchange and rest

area on the freeway are given. The demand of passengers is fixed and perfectly inelastic; that

is, the demand will not change with different bus services-- direct, transfer or feeder. In

addition, the demand has uniform distribution during a specific period of time and the travel

speed of buses is deterministic. Each route consists of three parts: from the origin end to
interchange, from interchange to interchange, and from interchange to the destination end.

The transfer station is located at the rest area while the feeder stop is located near the

interchange. Passengers make two transfers at most, however the number of feeders made

by in-vehicle passengers has no limitation. Three kinds of bus service are illustrated in Figure

l. Figure 1a demonstrates the geometric layout of a linear freeway, Figure lb shows four
direct-service routes, Figure lc shows the feeder network making use of interchanges I1, 12,

13, I7, 18, 19 as feeder stops. Figure ld shows the transfer network making use of the rest

areaT2 and T4 as transfer stations.
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Figure l. An example of feeder/transfer systems

2.2 Objective Function

The objective function is to minimize the total cost composed of three parts: passenger

waitingcost incurring at origin ends, feeder stops, and transfer stations; passenger penalty

cost incuning at transfer stations and feeder stops; and operator cost including operation and

fleet. Each item of cost is elaborated as follows.
(l) Passenger waiting cost at origin ends

Lit WCo d"not. thi passenger cost of waiting time occurring at origin. ends. It can be

expressed as: il
WCo =at Q',+ )",')W,T (l)

where a is the unit cost of waiting time at the origin station (dollar/hour). ) ,frd ) i' arethe

arrival rates of incoming and outgoing passengers of ith route (person/hour), respectively'

l{iistheaverage waiting time at origin ends (hour), which is a half of headway, assuming

passengers do not know timetables in advance. N is the number of routes. 7 is a specific

period of time (hour).
(2) Waiting cost at transfer stations or feeder stops

LetllCr Jenote the passenger cost of waiting time at transfer stations or feeder stops. It

depends on the headway relationship between the original route and the route being

transferred to. Without loss of generality, assume that the headway of original route and

transferring route are h, and h1, respectively. The average waiting time can then be expressed

as (Ting, 1997):
w:1/2[h]-G(h,h)J Q)

where G(hi, h) is the greatest common divisor of hr and lrr. Thus, in the case of integer ratio

headway, the average waiting time from trunk tine (headway /I) to branch line (headway nfl)
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is lV: l/2[(n-l)HJ, whlle it is 0 from the branch line to trunk line. In the case of common
headway, the average waiting time is 0, because all buses are coordinated to simultaneously
arrive at feeder stops or transfer stations, feeder or transfer passengers do not need to wait
for buses.

(3) Transfer penalty cost
Let PCr denote the transfer penalty cost, the inconvenience and discomfort that passengers

suffer from changing buses at transfer stations or feeder stops. It can be expressed as:

,v, (3)
PCr=flr,Q+1,')T

where 7 is the passeriler penalty cost of each transfer made (dollar/transfer). r, is the

number of changing buses on lth route, r t:{0,1,2\.
(4) In-vehicle passenger feeder penalty cost
Let PCe denote the feeder penalty cost, the inconvenience and discomfort to in-vehicle
passengers who suffer from buses picking up or dropping offpassengers at feeder stops. It
can be expressed as:

* ,^ (4)
PC, =5lo (1,+ 4'Y

where d is the passiiiger penalty cost of each feeder made (dollar/feeder). z, is the
frequency of feeders on ith route, z; ={0,1,2. . .,m,}. mi is the number of interchanges along

the ith route.
(5) Operation Cost
Let OC denote operation cost which is assumed proportional to bus-mileage, the product of
route length, frequency ofheadway, and the period oftime. It can be expressed as:

oc =qL?'Uqr (s)

_ i=l hi

where 7 is the unit operation cost per bus-kilometer (dollar/bus-kilometer), and li and Li are

respectively the length on local road and freeway of ith route (kilometer).
(6) Fleet cost
Let FC denote the fleet cost, depreciation of the minimum fleet size necessary to maintain

the route headway. It can be expressed as:

rc =eLr!* *Lt (6)

where o i, tn. a"p.J"t;;", ; 
" 

bus per day (dollar/bus-day). v and V arerespectively the

average travel speed ofbuses on local road and freeway (kilometer/hour).

Therefore, the objective function can be written as

min TC- WCs + llCy + Pg, +PCF + OC + FC.

2.3 Model Structure

In order to determine the feeder/transfer relationship among routes, this study divides all
routes into several partition sets. The routes in the same partition set can be viewed as

mutually feeder or transfer. Since clustering or set partitioning is of combinatorial character,
which has been proved to be a NP-hard problem, thus rapidly becoming computationally
intractable (Welch, 1983; Pinter et al., l99l). However, genetic algorithms (GAs) are

proved to perform efficiently and effectively in solving such combinatorial optimization
problems (Goldberg, 1989;Lin et a|.,1993; Aytuget o1.,1994; Conway et a|.,1994).Thus,
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we first employ GAs to solve the set-partitioning problem. Then, a network optimization

algorithm is proposed to solve the optimal network for each partition set. Finally, we utilize

analytic approaches to solve the optimal headway for each network.

Figure 2 illustrates the integrated model of simultaneous clustering, while Figure 3 is the

integrated model of stepwise clustering. Simultaneous clustering divides all routes into

several partition sets simultaneously, then solves the optimal network and headway for each

set. Stepwise clustering also chooses optimal partition set for each stage, then solves optimal

network and headway for the chosen set, until the remaining routes are more cost saving for
adopting direct service than for changing into feeder or transfer service. The following
analysis compares the effectiveness and effrciency of these two models.

ooooo
"0... 

r rj

H1 "-#ssF=l r;l

0000000

Figure 3. Framework of integrated model
of stepwise clustering

^.min i"C: S rc.u'- *

subject to
LXn=t i=1,2,...,N
,t =l

(7)

(8)
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Figure 2. Framework of integrated model
of simultaneous clustering

3.SET PARTITIONING MODEL

3.1 Simultaneous Clustering Model

The mathematical programming model is

X,* e {0,1}

where X*=l denotes that ith route is assigned to tth partition set, Xir=0 otherwise . N is the

number of routes. IGis the minimal cost of kth partition Set. Whereas the routes belonging

to the first partition set all employ direct service or else change to feeder or transfer service.

@ :flsdrforlth ro&

a@ 
$sdr fnsPruion d dh lrou
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K is the maximal number of partition sets, K:[N/2]+l ([] is Gauss sign)' Adding I

represents one more direct-service set is attached.

There are altogether NxK decision variables of the aforementioned model, as shown in

Table 1. If there are more than two variables with value of I in the same column, it means

that they mutually form a partition set. However, if X* is encoded as a gene, it will cause the

lengh of the chiomosome too long (for instance, the number of decision variables for l0
rouies is 60, for 20 routes is 220, and for 60 routes is 1860) and will result in the memory of

computer being insufficient. In addition, it will be difficult to handle the constraints if one

and only one variable equals 1 and else equals 0 in the same row'

Table I between routes and
Partition sets

In order to deal with the problem, this paper uses encoding/decoding techniques to replace

each row of the decision variable matrix with a shorter gene string. Take 15 routes for

example, there are at most 8 partition sels (8:[15/2]+'1) Because each route is likely to be

assigned to any set, these pirtition sets requires 3 genes to represent them, as shown in

Table 2.

Table 2. Matchins rules for and ition sets

Gene

000

001

010

100

l0l

The replacement of each row with these three genes not only curtails the length of

chromosomes (4 genes can represent the problem of 3l routes, 5 genes can represent the

problem of62 ioJtes) but alsoavoids the problem that a route might be assigned to several

,.r, o, be unassigned. Table 3 illustrates a feasible clustering result for these l5 routes. The

chromosome ofTable 3 is composed of45 genes (00000101 l000l0l 10101000000100000

001 l0l 1000000). Every 3 genei ofthe chromosome are then decoded into an integer of0-7
sequentially, repiesenting the partition set into which each route is assigned according to the

matching -t"r ttut"d in tuUt" 2. After being decoded, the chromosome represents 2
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partition sets with 7 direct-service routes (including routes l, 4, 8, 10, ll, 14,15 in partition
set 1 and route 7 in partition set 3), 2 partition sets with 2 routes in each of them (including
routes 2, 9 in partition set 2 and routes 5, 6 in partition set 6) and I partition set with 3

routes (including routes 3, 12, 13 in partition set 4).

able

As for the objective value of this feasible solution (the fitness of the chromosome), it is the
total of the minimal costs of each partition set. For the first partition set and the partition set
with only one route (partition set 3), their minimal cost is obtained by summing up the
minimal cost of each route with direct service. For other partition sets (partition sets 2,4,6),
their minimal cost is to calculate the cost under the optimal network and headway. If the
partition set is impossible to form a feeder or transfer network, a big number M is assigned.

3.2 Stepwise Clustering Modet

Stepwise clustering model divides all direct-service routes into two partition sets at every
stage, one of which keeps direct service (called direct-service set), while the other set is
turned to feeder or transfer (called feeder/transfer set). The mathematical model of each
stage is formulated as follows:
Stage I

MP11y:

subject to
min TC at:TC111D*TC1I1H

X, e {0,1} i = t,Z,...,lRr,,l

(10)

(l l)
where X,:l denotes that ith route belongs to the feeder/transfer set, while X;0 represents

ith route belongs to the direct-service set. R14 is the set of all direct-service routes at the first
stage(that is, the total routes set: n rC 6; is the total cost at the first stage. TC111D and

TCIyH are the total costs of direct-service s'et and feeder/transfer set at the first stage,

respectively. Wlttle TC_g_rs minimal, the corresponding clustering result can be expressed as

R,,,' = {41x,' = l}and&,r'= {llx,'=0} . the former stands for the feeder/transfer set, the

between routes and sets for an of l5 routes

Routes
Partition sets

EncodingI 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
2 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 001
3 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0ll
4 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
5 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 l0l
6 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 l0l
7 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 010
8 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
9 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 001
l0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
ll I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
t2 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 011
l3 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 011
l4 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
l5 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000

6 2 I 3 0 2 0 0
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latter the direct-service set. Their optimal costs are TC1,," and TClttD', respectively.

Moreover, R1,, = R,,,' - R; .

Stage 2 _
Let &.. =4,,'and solve MP_plWhile TCpl is minimal, the corresponding-clustering result can

U" 
"*[l.trUt 

as: R(2) and n,;. rn"it optimal costs are TCpIH' and TCp,D', respectively.

Stage K
Continue to solve MP1ly accordingly until &",'=(D. Then, the cost of R,*,' iS TCrxt*:
-n D*IL6)

Sum up the costs of feeder/transfer sets at each stage (TC6;H') as well as the cost of the

direct-service set at the final stage 1TC6tD').The minimal total cost can be expressed as

rc=frc,r'' +TC,r,''.

Compared with simultaneous clustering, both encoding/decoding for stepwise clustering are

much simpler, where Xi is directly encoded as gene, so the length of chromosome can be

largely curtailed and can be further reduced in the evolutions of optimization stages.

Consider N routes for instance, let lRl= N denote N routes in set R, the length of the

chromosome at the first stage is N. If 
1n,,,'l =9,,,, the length of the chromosome at the

second stage is N-Qru.Ifln,,,'l=gn,, the tength of chromosome at the third stage can be

further shortened as N-QrtrQtzr, and so forth.

4.NETWORK OPTIMZATION MODEL

4.1 Network Types

Based on the network features and passenger demands, each partition set can employ either

transfer or feeder service. This study divides transfer network into three types: single-hub,

double-hub, and mixed transfer networks, as shown in Table 4. Since the locations of
origin/destination ends and interchanges of the freeway are given, the feeder network would

be determined once the partition set was formed.

4.2 Network Optimization Algorithm

Network optimization algorithm is proposed as follows to determine the optimal network of
a given partition set.

Siep l: if the partition set can form a feeder network, then calculate its minimal cost denoted

as ICr. If not, let TCp:l(r:74 and go to step 6'

Step 2: If the partition set can not form a transfer network, then let minimal cost of transfer

network TC7:74 unO go to steP 6.
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Table 4. T' oftransfer network and their characteristics

. Passengers make exactly once
transfer for each route.

. It is an ineffrcient
Passengers make exactly once
transfer for each route.
The closer to the most upstream
destination end, the better the
location oftransfer station is.

. Passengers make exactly once
transfer for each route.

. The optimal location of transfer
station needs to be searched.

. Passengers make exactly twice
transfers for each route.

. It is an ineffrcient network.

Passengers make exactly twice
transfers for each route.
It is an inefficient network.

. Passengers make exactly twice
transfers for each route.

. The first transfer station is better
located if closer to most downstream
origin end ; the second transfer
station is better located if closer to

. Passengers make once or twice
transfers depending on the route.

. The optimal location of transfer
stations need to be searched.

. Passengers make once or twice
transfers depending on the route.

. The optimal location of transfer
ions need to be searched.

Step 3: If all routes in the partition set have the same origin end, then one-to-many single-
hub transfer network is employed. Calculate its minimal cost denoted as TC,o . Let
TCr=TC". and go to step 6.

Step 4: If all routes in the partition set have the same destination end, then many-to-one
single-hub transfer network is employed. Calculate its minimal cost denoted as TC,^.
Let TCr=TC"- and go to step 6.

Step 5:

(l) Let the partition set employ many-to-many single-hub transfer network. Calculate
the minimal costs at different transfer stations, which are TC,t, TC"z, ..., TC,, .

(2) Let the partition set employ many-to-many double-hub transfer network. Let the
first transfer station be located at the rest area nearest to the most downstream
origin end and the second transfer station be located at the rest area nearest to the

Journal oflhe EaslernAsia Society for Tlansporlation Sludies, Vol.3, No.2, September, 1999
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most upstream destination end. Calculate the minimal costs denoted as TCd.

(3) Let the partition set employ mixed transfer network. fubitrarily select two rest

areas as transfer stations. Calculate its minimal costs, which are TCkl,
TCk2,...,TCkm.

(4) Choose the transfer network with the lowest cost and let TC7:min{TCsl, TCs2,...,

TCsn, TCd, TCkt, TCk2 , ...,TClm).
Step 6: Let TC:min{ TCr,fQ l; that is, if ICr) TCr, the partition set forms a feeder

network; otherwise, a transfer network. Stop.

s.SCHEDULING OPTIMIZATION MODEL

Since the operation of buses as well as demand of passengers of one partition set is assumed

independent of another set, the optimal headway for each partition set can be solved

separately. This paper conducts synchronized coordination with timed transfer and adopts

the integer ratio headway strategy (that is, the headway of branch line is integer ratio to the

headway of trunk line). Such design allows the passengers transferring from branch line to

trunk line without waiting, while passengers transferring from trunk line to branch line can

also to a large extent be coordinated. Of course, if passenger demands on trunk line or

branch line do not vary too much or ifbranch lines are rather short, the headway solved for
trunk line and branch line might be the same, that is, it turns out to be a common headway

strategy.

The decision variables of scheduling optimization model are the headway of trunk line (//)
and the integer ratio of branch lines (nr). The constraint is bus capacity(Q. Take the feeder

network as illustration, the optimal headway and optimal cost can be derived as follows and

the mathematical formulations of cost items are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Mathematical formulations of cost items for a feeder network
Trunk/
Branch

Direction llCo WCr PCr PCr OC FC

Trunk
line

Incoming ^_Hall 
-

0 0 5).tT \L+ I. + L)r4H ot2l +2(\,\)\'YH vH

Outgoing il;rL)
0 0 6)'rT

Branch
line

On-ramp a\t,rf, PL,",r(+-9@P) /Ll,r $,a'l ,2,,7 et ?:!!-

Off-ramp 0 o\t,'r<L-4!At r\t,'r Q))i,r{

Note: I and 2 ' are the incoming and outgoing passenger arrival rates of trunk line, respectively. I/ is the

headway of trunk line. ) iand) r' are the on-ramp and off-ramp passenger arrival rates of ith branch

line, respectively. ft, is the headway of ith branch tine. Z and v are average travel speed of freeway and

local road, respectively. I is the length of trunk line on freeway . L1 and I: are the lenglh of trunk line
on local roads of two distinct ends, respectivelY. /; is the length of ith branch line.

Because the penalty cost is irrelevant to scheduling, we do not take it into account while

deriving the optimal headway. Total cost function can be expressed as

rC = a l0 + t' 1 
L +2^, 1!1r * p\<t,' (n' 

-t)H 7r . n ?J!*!!,) . Lful,
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*rt2L *2(Lt+L')*t 2/' t (12)
'l/H vH -vtr,H'

Taking the partial derivative of 7"C wittr respect to i1 and letting it equal to 0 yields the

optimal headway of trunk line corresponding to arbitrary n1

Considering the constraint of bus capacity, then the

(13)

optimal headway of trunk line

il,.r:min{ ,
+L,*t +ltt 1r.uLO.Lf .L[t

(14)
aQ,+ l'+\ltntY + Pfi,'(n, -t\T

where l.o. and ).*' are maximal incoming and outgoing passenger arrival rate between

two feeder stops along the freeway, respectively.

Becauseofintegerconstraint of ni,itisimpossibletoderivethepartial derivativeof T"Cwith

respect to rr,. Therefore, we use Largrangian relaxation to release the integer constraints.

Taking the partial derivative of ?"C with respect to each n; and letting it equal to 0 yields

for i=1,..., I (ls)

Substituting allr, into Equation(14), the optimal headway of trunk line is

H':min{2. nrL+1,+L)+e((!r+4), C, C ) ( l6)
a(1.+1')T - BLl,r A* x*'

Substitute l/'into Equation(I5) and round eachi to yield the nearest integer ni' . Check

the bus capacity constraint ofeach branch line. That is,

n,' <nntfi,,fVl for att i ( l7)

If all constraints of branch lines are satisfied, then 11' and ni are the optimal result of
scheduling. Otherwise, without loss of generality, if lth branch line is not satisfied, then set

fr =r.,

r 1 fr,,*,;l
n =!-rl '' _H I d.,T + PL,'T

, : =l^^rft ,;o,) (1/ is Gauss sign)

,C,C Ix* x*'

(18)

Other variables remain the same. Taking alln,'into Equation(14) yields //', and then solve
all ni again. Repeat the procedures until the bus capacity constraints of trunk line and branch
lines are satisfied. Similarly, the optimal headway of different types of transfer networks can

be solved by the above procedures.

6.COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Experimental Design

The primary purpose of the computational experiments is to demonstrate and compare the

efficiency and effectiveness of simultaneous clustering and stepwise clustering. An example

of l5 routes is elaborated as follows:
(l) The geometric layout of the freeway: 6 interchanges are located at the mileage of 0, 30,
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60, 90, 120, and 150 kilometer. 2 rest areas are located at 45 and 105 kilometer, which is

shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Geometric layout of the freeway of the experimental example

(2) Each interchange attaches only one end (origin or destination), which is 3 kilometers

distant from the interchange. Every two distinct ends form a direct-service route, so

there are totally 15 direct-service foutes. The O/D distribution, route length, and

passenger demand ofeach direct-service route are assumed as Table 6

Table 6. Basic routes information of the

Route Origin Destination Route length
(Kilometer)

Passenger demand
(person/day )

o IO D ID Local at O Freeway Local at D Incominq

I I 2 2 30 2C 20

2 I 3 3 60 4C 40

., I 4 4 9C 6C 60

4 I 5 5 t2c 3 8C 80

5 I 6 6 3 l5c 3 10( 100

6 2 2 3 3 3 30 3 120 t20

7 2 2 4 4 3 60 3 140 140

8 7 2 5 5 3 90 160 160

9 2 2 6 6 3 120 180 180

l0 3 3 4 4 30 200 200

ll 3 3 5 5 60 22C 220

t2 3 3 6 6 9C 24C 240

13 4 4 5 5 3C 260 260

t4 4 4 6 6 6C 3 280 280

15 5 5 6 6 3 3C 3 300 300

(3) The parameters of integrated optimization model are assumed as follows: a =60 NT

dollarsperhour,B=l8oNTdollarsperhour,T=50NTdollarspertransfer,d=l0NT
dollars per feeder, ? =30 NT dollars per bus-kilometer, 0 =1000 NT dollars per bus.

day, v= 90 kilometers per hour, v: 30 kilometers per hour, c=40 persons, T= 18 hours.

(4) Th; mechanism of genetic algorithms are designed as follows: population of each

generation=IO0, roulitte wheel selecting, two points crossover and gene mutation are

being adopted.

6.2 ComputationalResults

Figure 5 shows the optimal cost solved by both simultaneous clustering and stepwise

cl,istering under different mutation rates. As shown in Figure 5, different mutation rates have

insignific-ant influence on the effectiveness of stepwise clustering. Except for the mutation

rates of 0.006 and 0.009, stepwise clustering obtained the same solutions as that solved by

totally enumerated (also undlr stepwise clustering concept), which indicates that GAs are

rathei effective. As for simultaneous clustering, its effectiveness is obviously inferior where

Journal ofthe Eastern Asia Society for Tlansportation Studies, Vol.3, No.2, September, 1999
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the mutation rate is lower than 0.003 or higher than 0. l. However, it solved the same

solution as that of stepwise clustering under mutation rates of 0.006, 0.01 and 0.03.
Moreover, simultaneous clustering obtained even lower cost (NT 723,556 dollars) than the
optimalvalue (NT 723,653 dollars) of stepwise clustering under mutation rate of 0.06 and

0.09. Of course, both optimization results of these two clustering models are lower than the
cost of all routes with direct service (NT 775,919 dollars). Totalcost is lowered by 6.75%.

Figure 5. Optimal costs under various mutation rates

Figure 6 further shows the evolutions of simultaneous clustering and stepwise clustering
under mutation rate of 0.06. In terms of effectiveness, simultaneous clustering is superior to
stepwise clustering (97 dollars saved). In terms of efficiency, stepwise clustering is superior
to simultaneous clustering, because most of the evolution curve of stepwise clustering falls
below the curve of simultaneous clustering. For instance, the optimal solution is obtained at
the 246 generation for stepwise clustering, while it is until 446 generation for simultaneous
clustering to reach the same solution. The optimal solution of simultaneous clustering is
obtained until 896 generation.

F2
6

d
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730

72t\

Figure 6. The evolutions of simultaneous clustering and stepwise clustering

The optimal results of simultaneous clustering are shown in Table 7. Notice that there are
totally 4 partition sets. Except for one direct-service set (a total of5 routes), the other 3 sets

are formed as feeder networks (for a total of l0 routes all with common headway strategy).
For each item of cost, llCo can be curtailed by NT 99,000 dollars; that is, the average
waiting time for each passenger at the origin end changes from 8l minutes to 60 minutes
after feeder service being provided. PCr increases by NT 80,000 dollars; that is, each
passenger has to make an average of 0.33 transfers. PCrincreases by NT 18,400 dollars;
that is, each passenger has to make an average of 0.38 feeders. OC drops by NT 51,526
dollars; that is, the overall bus-mileage is reduced by 1,721 kilometers. FC drops by 138
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dollars. In total, implementation of feeder/transfer systems can reduce total cost of passenger
and operator by NT 600 dollars and by NT 51,764 dollars, respectively.

able 7. The results of similtaneous mutation rate=0.006
Partition

sets

Routes Network Headway WC, llcr PCr PCr OC FC TC

I 10,12,13,
14.l5

D I 48300 0 0 143599 2',704 294603

2 6,8,11 F 110 55000 34000 3200 5832C l4 l8 1s 1938

J 1,4,5,9 F t20 45600 28000 920( 8748C 206i 11234',1

4 2,3,',| F 170 40800 1800c 600c 3888C 988 104668

Cost with feeder/transfer service (A 289700 8000( 1840( 328279 7 177 723556

Cost with direct service 388700 379905 73t5 7759t9
Cost 9900( -8000c -18400 51626 138 52364

Rate of cost saving (B-A)/Bx 100% 25.4',1o1 13.5901 1.8901 6.',!50

Note: l.D stands for direct service set, F for feeder set.

2.To be realistic, each ofheadway is rounding to the nearest 5 minutes.

T.CONCLUDING REMARI$

This paper employs genetic algorithms (GAs) to determine the feeder/transfer relationship
among routes by clustering the routes into different partition sets. To avoid lengthy
discussion, readers are suggested to refer to Goldberg (1989) for the insights of GAs. An
algorithm integrating feeder/transfer location selecting, routing, and scheduling is proposed

to solve the optimal network and headway for each partition set. By testing on an

experimental example of l5 direct-service routes, simultaneous clustering model is more
effective but less efficient than stepwise clustering model. The results have shown that 3

feeder sets, a total of l0 routes altogether, were formed, while other 5 routes maintained
direct service. As a whole, the total cost was lowered by 6.750/o and the costs to both
passenger and operator were brought down, illustrating that feeder/transfer systems can

surely improve a direct service system.

This model can easily be applied in practice as long as the route characteristics and the
geometric layout of a network are known as indicated in Table 6. However, this paper has,

in order to simplify the problem, assumed that the bus speed is deterministic, passengers do
not know timetables in advance, the demand is perfectly inelastic and without peak/off-peak
variations. Perhaps future research can further release these assumptions and make the
model more accommodating to the real world.
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